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Inspiration Series
Weltklasse Zürich inspires, overcomes obstacles, and unites
Never stop getting better. Weltklasse Zürich shares its maxim with the world’s best athletes. In the
Weltklasse Zürich Inspiration Games, the top stars of the sport unite – despite all obstacles – and 
inspire future athletics generations.

In spring 2020, the Weltklasse Zürich promoters were faced with two options: They could either postpone the
three-day Wanda Diamond League finals they had been planning for, sit back and wait for better days to come
in September 2021. Or, they could use the extraordinary situation as an opportunity to explore new avenues and
move innovative ideas forward. They chose the latter and set to work on the Weltklasse Zürich Inspiration 
Series – a series of creative, constructive initiatives involving both sports for all and international athletics. 

The first event of the series, the OneMillionRun, was held during the last weekend in May. The novel sports 
project was unparalleled in form and size: All over Switzerland, more than 80 000 people ran a combined 
million kilometres (even a little more), sending a magnificent message of solidarity to all corners of the country, 
to members of all generations, and to fans of all kinds of sports.   

The Weltklasse Zürich Inspiration Games write the next chapter of this year’s Weltklasse story. They, too, 
are all about creating a spirit of optimism. And they, too, send a message that will resonate beyond the world 
of sports. They unite athletes and fans – symbolically, via TV screens – and no doubt inspire many people. 

How? In a Wanda Diamond League exhibition event that treats the athletics community to a live TV 
experience on «Weltklasse» level and features great role models for young talents, stars who have crossed 
their own hurdles and other obstacles in their lives. Weltklasse Zürich connects generations – twelve-time 
world champions with young athletes who are about to embark on their own road to success and stardom, 
for instance. 

Weltklasse Zürich launched the Inspiration

Series with a number of videos. The first 

clip introduces 2019 pole vault world and 

Diamond League champion Sam Kendricks.

clip: https://youtu.be/O6Oj5RiWcxA  
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Venues
One meeting – seven venues
If the stars of athletics cannot come 
to Zurich, Weltklasse Zürich makes the 
Zurich experience happen wherever 
the stars are. Competitions will be held 
in various corners of the world. The 
Swiss local heroines Mujinga Kambundji,
Lea Sprunger, Ajla Del Ponte and 
France’s Christophe Lemaitre will be 
the only athletes racing on Letzigrund
Stadium’s magic track. 

The Inspiration Games venues include arenas
in Aubière (FRA), Bradenton, FL (USA), 
Karlstad (SWE), Lisbon (POR), Papendal /
Arnhem (NED), and Walnut, CA (USA). 

The iconic Letzigrund Stadium is both the control centre 
and one of seven competition arenas of the Weltklasse Zürich 
Inspiration Games.  

KARLSTAD (SWE)

PAPENDAL (NED)

BRADENTON (USA)

WALNUT (USA)
ZURICH (SUI)

LISBON (POR)

AUBIÉRE (FRA)



Your doctor works with  
the best medical laboratory.  

For your health’s sake.

Top diagnostics for all

www.medica.ch
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Inspiration Games
In separate arenas, united in a competition
Almost 30 top stars gather for the Weltklasse Zürich Inspiration Games. The programme of events 
includes three jumping events and five races – in seven arenas.    

Three athletes will be lining up in each competition of the Wanda Diamond League exhibition event. They 
run and jump simultaneously, scoring points for their teams Europe, North America and World. Some of the
events may sound unusual. The men’s 100 yards, for instance, the only showdown held in one and the same
arena: In Bradenton (Florida), 110mh Olympic champion Omar McLeod (JAM), 100m European record holder
Jimmy Vicaut (FRA), and multiple world championship medallist Andre De Grasse (CAN) will meet for a 
head-to-head race.  

In all other events, competitors will face each other at a distance. They will be dealing with varying conditions:
While world championship finalist Valentin Lavillenie (FRA) will have to jump indoors according to the provisions 
of the authorities in Aubière, France, his opponents Sam Kendricks (USA) and Piotr Lisek (POL) will be trying to fly
high under the open sky. In the women’s 150m, 400m Olympic champion Shaunae Miller-Uibo (BAH) will try to
beat six-time Olympic champion Allyson Felix (USA) and 200m world championship bronze medallist Mujinga
Kambundji (SUI) from afar: Kambundji will be running in Zurich, Felix in California, and Miller-Uibo in Florida. 
Their competition will unite the trio. 

150m race at a distance: Shaunae Miller-Uibo (team World), Mujinga Kambundji (team Europe clip: https://youtu.be/px-Ep-2sc1s),
and Allyson Felix (team North America) will all run on their own, but for their team and united in a competition.  



ENJOY YOUR FAVORITE 
ATHLETES LIVE.
Watch the Weltklasse Zürich Inspiration Games on SRF. srf.ch/sport
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Live Athletics at Weltklasse Level
Setting new standards for TV coverage and timekeeping
Weltklasse Zürich brings the stars of athletics back to TV screens, back into the limelight. 
The 90-minute live coverage at CET prime time calls for top performances – for pioneering work, 
in fact – by SRG SSR and Swiss Timing.

Whenever Weltklasse Zürich stages an event for its sport’s stars, things are done properly. This time, Zurich 
promoters intend to benefit from the extraordinary scenario with only a small number of competitors in various
stadiums to set new technological standards. The Inspiration Games will be shown on splits screens – a screen
layout similar to video conferences. The format allows viewers to watch an athlete jump and see the opponents’
reactions to the attempt at the same time. The set-up allows for live interaction between athletes and arenas. 
In addition, there will be more time to focus on individual competitors. More detailed introductions and 
conversations after the competition will help create a sense of connectedness.

The TV production is particularly challenging when it comes to track events. Letzigrund Stadium, the main arena,
will start the race. By means of an electronic impulse, the starting gun will also sound in Walnut, California – 
almost 10 000 kilometres away. The results will be provided by Swiss Timing and will be available instantly. 
TV images, however, will arrive in Zurich with a slight lag. TV director Stefan Koch and his SRG team will there-
fore use a trick: The images will be synchronised, arranged in three windows for the split screen and broadcast
worldwide with a delay of two minutes at the most. In Switzerland, viewers will be able to watch the action on
SRF, RTS, and RSI. This nearly-live coverage is a novelty in international sports shows. The format has been 
made possible in a close collaboration between Weltklasse Zürich, the official broadcaster SRG SSR, as 
well as the timekeeping specialists of Swiss Timing.

Faster than the TV images: 200m world champion and 100m/200m 
Diamond League champion Noah Lyles.  clip: https://youtu.be/XRoSJAdSVLM

Timekeeping and TV coverage – how it works  clip:  https://youtu.be/lVDKyjuyjBE
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Athletics in Switzerland
A strong foundation for international success
Local heroes never fail to delight fans at Weltklasse Zürich. They are role models and crowd 
favourites. UBS, the meeting’s main sponsor, promotes athletics on all levels and on a long-
term basis.  

The 2019 Swiss Sports Awards impressively underlined just how successful Swiss athletics has been in 
recent times. The sport’s protagonists include Mujinga Kambundji (athlete of the year), Adrian Rothenbühler
(coach of the year), the women’s national 4x100m team (team of the year), European champion Lea Sprunger
(nominee), and European record holder Julien Wanders (nominee). Their success seemed to inspire Angelica
Moser, Géraldine Ruckstuhl, and Jason Joseph Jason, who all claimed the European U23 championship title 
in their events. On top of that, the country’s most promising talents collected no less than 15 medals
at international events for young athletes. A new record! 

They all started out at UBS Kids Cup events; they all are members of Generation UBS Kids Cup. So far, 
more than a million young talents have participated in the events since they were launched in 2011. A record
number of 178 048 athletes competed in 2019. A project by Weltklasse Zürich and Swiss Athletics, 
the UBS Kids Cup represents a strong foundation for future Swiss athletics triumphs. At Letzigrund Stadium 
and in arenas around the world. 

Generation UBS Kids Cup: 

10 of 15 Swiss medallists at

international events for 

young athletes in 2019. 

• Simon Wieland
• Simon Ehammer
• Jason Joseph
• Ricky Petrucciani
• Jarod Biya
• Géraldine Ruckstuhl
• Yasmin Giger
• Delia Sclabas
• Angelica Moser
• Annik Kälin
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National Programme of Events
A three-discipline challenge across generations and different sports   
Inspire and be inspired: The competitions of the Weltklasse Zürich Inspiration Games national 
programme of events will be held at Letzigrund Stadium in the afternoon. They aim at connecting
athletics with other sports. 

The rising stars of athletics in Switzerland return to their roots – the UBS Kids Cup – on 9 July. They will not 
compete in the popular three-event competition on their own this time, however. Instead, they will line up together
with a representative on another sport. They will be both role models and team mates, showing young talents 
of Generation UBS Kids Cup, what they can achieve if they pursue their dreams, believe in themselves – and 
if they never stop getting better. On the other hand, the stars may want to take some tips from the young 
athletics talents themselves. After all, running jumping, and throwing represent the basic skills for all sports. 

The three disciplines

  Running
     sprint (60m)

  Jumping
     long jump (zone) 

  Throwing
     long-distance throw 
     (200g)

The nine teams (Generation UBS Kids Cup feat. Swiss sports star): 

Noemi Zbären, 100m h world championship finalist 
Remo Käser, five-time Swiss wrestling «Kranzfest» champion 

Simon Ehammer, European U20 decathlon champion
Martina Hingis, five-time tennis Grand Slam winner (singles)

Caroline Agnou, European U23 heptathlon champion 
Benjamin Steffen, 4th at Olympic Games, épée fencing team world champion

Yasmin Giger, European U23 championship bronze medallist 400m h 
Andy Schmid, five-time MVP Handball-Bundesliga

Nick Rüegg, U18 European championship bronze medallist 110m h 
Abassia Rahmani, Para European champion 200m 

Jason Joseph, European U23 110 h champion
Ariella Käslin, European champion artistic gymnastics (vault) 

Simon Wieland, European U20 javelin throw champion 
Julie Zogg, world champion alpine snowboard (parallel slalom) 

Géraldine Ruckstuhl, European U23 heptathlon champion 
Matthias Kyburz, four-time world orienteering champion

Annik Kälin, U20 European championship bronze medallist heptathlon
Andres Ambühl, world championship silver medallist ice hockey

Highlights of the national 
programme of events featuring
Jason Joseph and others will 
be available on the UBS 
athletics fans hub on 9 July 
(starting 7.15pm):

https://www.ubs-athletics.fans/



Hier startet Grosses. ubs.com/kidscup
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From UBS Kids Cup to Olympic Games
UBS Kids Cup events create dreams – and help make them come true. Heptathlete Géraldine 
Ruckstuhl (22) will firmly subscribe to that notion. She started her own career at an event of 
Switzerland’s largest and most successful project for young talents. 

And all of a sudden, there he was: The real Usain Bolt, helping himself to some pasta at the buffet. Right next 
to her. A legend, but an approachable one. Géraldine Ruckstuhl, 19 years old at the time, could hardly believe 
her luck. She was at the 2017 world championships in London, in a world she only knew from television,
mingling with the stars of her sport. «Encounters like this were a huge inspiration,» says the versatile athlete 
with the potential to become one of the best. 

Today, the U23 European champion who placed ninth at the world championships, is a role model herself, 
and an idol for many 7- to 15-year-old participants of the UBS Kids Cup events. She has not forgotten 
where it all started: «When I qualified for the national final at Letzigrund Stadium in 2011, a childhood 
dream became true,» she recalls. She won the Swiss final events in 2012 and 2013. And now, the member 
of Generation UBS Kids Cup is allowed to dream of competing at Olympic Games. 

Géraldine Ruckstuhl, 
winner of the UBS Kids
Cup 2012 and 2013, 
is on her way to 
the top. 



www.gruyere.com

Born in Switzerland in 1115.

Cheeses from Switzerland.
www.cheesesfromswitzerland.comSwitzerland. Naturally.
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Star-studded entry lists, a prime-time TV experience 
16 top athletes in the women’s events and 12 top athletes in the men’s events will be lining up in 
the competitions of the Weltklasse Zürich Inspiration Games, a Wanda Diamond League exhibition event. 
In all, they combine 27 Olympic, 56 world championship, and 32 European championship medals. 
There are eight events – and seven arenas. The 90-minute international programme of events will start at 
8pm and end at 9.30pm CET, and it will be broadcast live on the following platforms and TV channels. 

Wanda Diamond League YouTube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/diamondleague
Wanda Diamond League Facebook Stream: https://www.facebook.com/DiamondLeague/live/
Swiss television: SRF zwei, RTS Deux, RSI LA 2 
Other countries: www.weltklassezuerich.ch/tv

19:35        Women                Pole Vault
19:35        Men                      Pole Vault
20:00        Start of International and National Signal
20:05        Men                      Triple Jump
20:10        Women                150m
20:27        Men                      100 Yards
20:41        Women                300m H
21:06        Men                      200m
21:20        Women                3x100m
21:30        End of International and National Signal 

Timetable

300m hurdles instead of 400m
hurdles: European champion 
Lea Sprunger will be chased
by two-time world champion 
Zuzana Hejnová, and 
4x400m world 
indoor champion 
Georganne Moline. 

Timings: Local Time + 1 to GMT

International Programme of Events



R I D ER I D ER I D E

U L T R A

U LT R A  C U S H I O N E D

U LT R A  R E S P O N S I V E

Karsten Warholm 
World Champion Hurdler
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19:35       Pole Vault Women

 Angelica Bengtsson            SWE    E         Karlstad (SWE)                                          
 Sandi Morris                       USA     NA      Bradenton (USA)                                  
 Ekaterini Stefanidi               GRE     W        Walnut (USA)                                  

19:35       Pole Vault Men

 Sam Kendricks                   USA     NA      Bradenton (USA)                                  

 Valentin Lavillenie               FRA     W        Aubière (FRA)
 Piotr Lisek                          POL     E         Karlstad (SWE)                                           

20:00       Start of National and International Signal

20:05       Triple Jump Men

 Omar Craddock                  USA     NA      Walnut (USA)                            
 Pedro Pablo Pichardo          POR     E         Lisbon (POR)                                              
 Christian Taylor                   USA     W        Bradenton (USA)                      

20:10       150m Women

 Allyson Felix                        USA     NA      Walnut (USA) 6x 3x 12x 3x 2x

 Mujinga Kambundji             SUI      E         Zurich (SUI)                                                           

 Shaunae Miller-Uibo           BAH     W        Bradenton (USA)                                   

20:27       100 Yards Men

 Andre De Grasse                 CAN    NA      Bradenton (USA)
 Omar McLeod                     JAM    W        Bradenton (USA)                                   
 Jimmy Vicaut                      FRA     E         Bradenton (USA)                                 

clip: https://youtu.be/O6Oj5RiWcxA

clip: https://youtu.be/px-Ep-2sc1s

ATHLETE                                 NATION         TEAM     VENUE                      Olympic Games World Champs European Champs

Timings: Local Time + 1 to GMT

STARTLIST
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Timings: Local Time + 1 to GMT

STARTLIST
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20:41       300m Hurdles Women

 Zuzana Hejnová                  CZE     W        Papendal/Arnhem (NED)                                     
 Georganne Moline              USA     NA      Walnut (USA)                            
 Lea Sprunger                      SUI      E         Zurich (SUI)                                               

21:06       200m Men

 Christophe Lemaitre           FRA     E         Zurich (SUI)           4x 2x 2x

 Noah Lyles                         USA     NA      Bradenton (USA)                                         

 Churandy Martina               NED     W        Papendal/Arnhem (NED)            

21:20       3x100m Women

 Dafne Schippers                 NED     W        Papendal/Arnhem (NED)            2x 2x 4x 3x 1x

 tbc                                      NED     W        Papendal/Arnhem (NED)              
 tbc                                      NED     W        Papendal/Arnhem (NED)

 Ajla Del Ponte                     SUI      E         Zurich (SUI)
 Mujinga Kambundji             SUI      E         Zurich (SUI)                                                             
 tbc                                      SUI      E         Zurich (SUI)                              

 Tianna Bartoletta                USA     NA      Walnut (USA)

 Allyson Felix                        USA     NA      Walnut (USA) 6x 3x 12x 3x 2x

 Candace Hill                       USA     NA      Walnut (USA)

21:30       End of National and International Signal

clip: https://youtu.be/XRoSJAdSVLM

ATHLETE                                 NATION         TEAM     VENUE                      Olympic Games World Champs European Champs



Gemeinsam glücklich.
Seit 125 Jahren. Versicherungen

Darum lassen wir als genossenschaftliche 
Versicherung auch niemanden alleine. 
www.vaudoise.ch

«Gemeinsam ist
alles einfacher.»
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Weltklasse Zürich – Host of the Wanda Diamond League Finals in 2021/2022

Three Venues for Weltklasse Zürich 
As host of the Wanda Diamond League finals both in 2021 und 2022, Weltklasse Zürich plans 
to stage a groundbreaking athletics festival. There will be three days of competition – and three 
venues: Sechseläutenplatz, the city’s famous square by the lake, Zurich Main Station, and 
Letzigrund Stadium.

Olympic champions and world record holders, European and world champions: No other meeting celebrates 
national and international athletics at a more impressive level than Weltklasse Zürich. No other meeting treats
stadium visitors to more stars, emotions, and competitions. Never stop getting better! True to its traditional
ambition, the prestigious athletics meeting will be entering new spheres in 2021 and 2022. The programme of
events will include no less than 24 final events. Competitions will be held on three days and at three venues. 

Wednesday, 8 September 2021
Weltklasse Zürich on Sechseläutenplatz (five Wanda Diamond League final events: High jump women, 
long jump men, shot put men, 3000m women, 3000m men) 

Thursday, 9 September 2021
Weltklasse Zürich at Zurich Main Station (one Wanda Diamond League final event: Pole vault men)

Friday, 10 September 2021
Weltklasse Zürich at Letzigrund Stadium (18 Wanda Diamond League final events)

The 2021 and 2022 Wanda Diamond League finals in Zurich will feature a record-breaking 24 events.



FUTURE
OF CHINESE ATHLETICS

INSPIRING THE 



ABOUT 
WANDA GROUP

Established in 1988, Wanda Group has 

become a large multinational conglomerate 

focusing on modern services. Wanda is the 

world’s leading real estate company, a 

leading film company, a leading sports 

company as well as a leading children’s 

entertainment company. Wanda Plaza, 

Wanda Cinema, Wanda Hotel, Wanda 

Culture Tourism City and Wanda Kids place 

have become well-known brands in China.

As a leading sports company in the world, 

Wanda Sports Group is the exclusive 

commercial partner of a dozen international 

sports federations, including FIFA, FIBA, 

BWF and UCI. With 25 offices in 13 countries, 

Wanda Sports’ portfolio features more than 

20 different sports across the globe, 

including football, winter sports, cycling, 

basketball, marathon and triathlon.

ABOUT WANDA 
SPORTS GROUP 

WANDA SPORTING 
PARTNERSHIPS

Wanda is proud to be the new title partner 

of the Wanda Diamond League series and is 

committed to the further development of 

athletics in China. Wanda is in the process 

of developing its strategy for the 2020-30 

period of the agreement, which includes 

bringing a new annual edition of the Wanda 

Diamond League to China.

Wanda is proud to be a company which 

inspires the next generation of Chinese 

sporting stars and fans. Through its 

partnerships with FIFA and FIBA, Wanda 

has in recent years, enabled thousands of 

children from China and all over the world 

to live their dreams through unique 

experiences such as the FIFA Flag Bearer 

programme and the FIBA Little Champions 

programme. 

FIBA LITTLE CHAMPIONS VIDEO 

FIFA FLAG BEARERS VIDEO 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xUngI45pW4g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w2VU7hhxouc&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w2VU7hhxouc&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xUngI45pW4g
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Menschen mit Behinderung erbringen 
regelmässig Spitzenleistungen.

Die Suva unterstützt Betroffene nach einem schweren Unfall bei Rehabilitation und Wieder-
eingliederung. Menschen mit Behinderung haben grosses Potenzial in Beruf und Sport – 
wenn man sie nicht behindert. Für weitere Informationen: www.suva.ch/wiedereingliederung
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Athletics is about the fundamentals of what makes human beings amazing. 

Running faster, jumping higher, throwing further. This isn’t a ball game. This isn’t 

about scoring points. Goals aren’t scored they’re achieved.

It’s about pushing yourself to be the best you can be. No matter who you are,  

where you’re from, reach for the next level and aim for Your Personal Best.

YOUR 
PERSONAL 

BEST

@worldathletics

For all the latest news and information; follow us




